Media Release
Labelmakers Extend OFS to Roll Fed Plant
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 28 January 2013 - Operations Feedback (OFS) a leading
provider of real-time productivity improvement software products, announced today that
Labelmakers will be extending their OFS rollout at their Somerton facility in Victoria.
OFS software will be configured on another 5 high speed, wide web presses.
Labelmakers have used OFS for several years on 6 presses in their label-printing plant.
“The time was right for us to continue our rollout of OFS. We continue you to find trends in
our business that were not as visible without that data that streams from OFS” said Mr
Andrew Bamford. “By integrating this with Prism, our MRP software, we also get the
added benefit of a fully live schedule across our entire business, where everybody from
the planners to customer service to the factory know where we are up to. OFS help us
achieve this by monitoring our machines and giving us real-time Analytics.”
“Labelmakers have been a valued long-term client of OFS for some time now, and we are
committed to ensuring that these new extensions to the plant are as successful as our
previous installations.” Said Mr James Magee, National Sales Manager for OFS.
“During this process, we will also be enabling our new Analytics product suite, which is all
part of our flexible Software as a Service model”.
About Labelmakers:
Labelmakers Group Pty Ltd is the leading label supplier of innovative label solutions for a
variety of market segments in Australasia. The business was established in 1987 by Kevin
Bamford in Victoria and key market segments include, fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG), wine, small goods, personal care, household products, transport, track & trace,
which has resulted in multiple manufacturing sites in VIC, SA, WA and NZ.
About OFS (www.ofsystems.com):
OFS is an Australian company specialising in productivity and efficiency improvement
software (OEE) for the manufacturing industry. Over 2,500 operators are using OFS
technologies in several industries: printing, packaging, labelling, cereals, confectionary,
beverage, chemical, blow moulding, pharmaceutical and more. Customers of OFS include
Heinz, Labelmakers, Visy, Brickwood Holdings, Murray Goulburn, Sanitarium, Amcor, HB
Fuller, Food Plastics, Kraft/Cadbury, PACT Group and Golden Circle.
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